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From the beginning, I had been lucky enough to know my way around a computer. 

Which meant creating files from a Word doc to be uploaded to the different platforms—not an 
easy task when it includes the print formats and then the print book covers. Plus, each platform 
had their own rules and measurements. 

 Once I heard about a program named Vellum, I proceeded to purchase a cheap Mac 
mini. Now do not think by using this software, all your troubles are over . . . No. You will still 
encounter some, in one way or another. 

 First,Vellum only works on a Mac. Second—this year I have been looking into the cloud 
version, and with a bit of mucking around, you can use Vellum on a Windows computer. 

 With your Word doc manuscript completed, you have to make sure you have page 
breaks in the correct places. Headings in the correct places. No extra gaps between paragraphs 
and chapters, or your new book might have extra chapters, halfway through other chapters, or 
extra pages. 

  
Don’t get me wrong, Vellum is great. Only if and when you know how to use it to your 

advantage. Thus, why I bite my tongue and deep breathe my way through different clients’ 
manuscripts and turn their A4 doc pages into a work of artistry. 

 With Vellum, or any other program you use to create digital files, the main thing to keep 
in mind is—keep your ebook formatting to basic. No fancy stuff. Why? Because the digital 
platforms for ebooks allow readers to pick and choose their own fonts, different styles of writing 
and paragraphs, and line spacing. 

So, all your hard work will be for nothing. 
Now, when creating your print book, you can become fancy and creative. Only if you 

know how . . . with your chapter headings, ornamental breaks, and even your title page can come 
to life, instead of plain boring text. 

 So, if you have a computer background, give formatting your ebooks and print books a 
try. If you do not and you don’t have the confidence in yourself, then pay someone who knows 
what they are doing. But shop around. Some people charge a fortune while others formatters do 
not. But, be careful.  Remember the old saying, you get what you pay for. 



As for me, I am extremely glad I bit the bullet and purchased Vellum. It saves me a lot of 
money by creating my own digital files. And now I am able to assist other authors with bringing 
their dreams to life. 

  
For more information on formatting services and pricing, visit: https://mltompsett.com/ 

or send an email to: contact.mltompsettauthor@gmail.com. 
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